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New wireless headset for the mobile office

ILD International, based in Höllviken Sweden, unveils FLEX bizz, a new  Bluetooth® 
comfort headset for the mobile phone based office.  

”- Bluetooth headsets today are very small and slim, with a lot of focus on design 
and style. This is of course convenient for occasional handsfree use in the car or 
out of the office, but probably not the best choice for those who spend all day on 
the phone at the office.” says Mats  Werngren, product manager at ILD Interna-
tional, developer of the FLEX bizz headset. FLEX bizz is a full size headset with 
headband wearing style and a noise cancelling microphone system, designed for 
all day office use.  

Businesses and organizations today are rapidly replacing the traditional wired PBX 
systems with mobile phone based systems, or mobile extensions. There are a lot 
of advantages to this new technology, but a common problem is the ergonomics 
of the mobile phone. FLEX bizz is developed especially to provide great comfort 
for those who spend long hours on the mobile phone. FLEX bizz is compatible 
with virtually any Bluetooth enabled mobile phone.
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About ILD International AB
The company has developed and marketed telephone accessories for the Nordic market since 2004. 
Focus is on user friendly products with comfort, quality and a nice design in a competitive price range. 
Read more about ILD at www.ILD.nu

FLEX bizz
FLEX bizz has an ear capsule with acoustic shock protection and low pressure against the ear. The 
large speaker allows for high definition in the audio reproduction. The microphone is noise-cancelling 
and filters out unwanted background noise in open office environments. The latest Bluetooth chipsets  
(v2.1) and a high-capacity battery provides 15 hours of continuos talk time. A convenient desktop 
charger is included in the package. 
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